
Reading Homework Choices 
 

Instead of a Reading Log, students will read a book(s) and complete at least one of the following 
choices for each 9 weeks. Your book(s) can be from any genre, but your books must be approved by 
Mr. Kryszak by the dates below.  Additional choices and books may result in extra credit.  
 

Book Approvals By: September 2, October 28, January 13, and March 31.  Additional books can be 
approved as needed during each 9 week period.  
 
Due Dates: October 14, December 16, March 10, and June 1. 
 

Choices and Directions: 
 

Book Blog- 
Create and keep a blog with 

posts about your reading.  Can 
include: Summaries, Thoughts, 

Favorite Quotes, Character 
Analysis, and Expansion to the 

Story 

Book Trailer- 
Create a trailer for your book. 

Use reasons why someone 
should read the book and what 

they will take away from reading 
the book.  You can include your 

favorite parts. 

Quote List- 
While reading, write down a 

favorite line or quote from each 
chapter.  Include what you think 
the author is trying to say, any 
connections you make, and why 

this stuck out to you. 

Graphic Adaptation- 
Design a storyboard or cartoon 

version of your story.  Make sure 
to include the basic elements of 
a summary, who, wanted, but, 
so, and then, in your version. 

Old School- 
Using an online template, create 
a “traditional” book report for 

your book. 

Become the Teacher- 
Create a “teacher’s guide” to 

your story.  Include a summary, 
vocab words, and questions to 
ask your students about your 

book. 

Book Club- 
Pick a book with a friend or two 

and have a book club.  Use a 
poster or digital format to 

include thoughts, connections, 
extensions, and brain bursts 
that happened during your 

discussion. 

Voice Actor- 
For poetry and picture books, 
create a read aloud for other 

students.  At the end, make sure 
to include your favorite parts 

and questions for the reader to 
ponder. 

Books in a Series-  
Create a timeline of the story. 

Make sure to include what 
happens to major characters 

along the way, how the setting 
may change, and major plot 

development. 
*this can be continuing for more 

than one 9 weeks 
 

*Twitter Chat- With parent permission, tweet to our class twitter @kryszakskahunas with favorite 
parts, quotes, questions, and connections of what you are reading.  Make sure to add your book 
title. 
 
 



Book Choices and Authors- 
 

1st 9 Weeks- 2nd 9 Weeks- 3rd 9 Weeks- 4th 9 Weeks- 

 

Reflections on the assignment and choices- 


